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3 Scope 

This Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) details the procedure to be undertaken by Munster 
Bovines AI Technicians to contain the transmission and spread of COVID 19. 

4 Personal Responsibility 
4.1 Regularly and thoroughly clean your hands with soap and running water when hands are 

visibly dirty. If your hands are not visibly dirty frequently clean them with an alcohol-based 
hand rub or wash them with soap and water. 

Why? Both of these practices kill viruses that may be on your hands, Covid 19 is easily killed 
by simple household disinfectants. 
Always wash hands after coughing and sneezing, before food preparation, before eating, 
after toilet use, when hands are dirty and when you arrive home. 

4.2 Maintain at least 2 metres (6 feet) distance between yourself and anyone else especially 
someone who is coughing and sneezing. 

Why? When someone coughs or sneezes, they spray small liquid droplets from their nose or 
mouth and if you are too close you can breathe them, and they may contain Covid 19 if the 
person has the disease.  

4.3 Avoid touching eyes, nose and mouth.  

Why? Hands touching any surfaces where an infected person has coughed or sneezed on 
may be contaminated with Covid 19. Once contaminated, hands can transfer the virus to 
your eyes, nose or mouth, from there the virus can enter your body and make you sick. 

4.4 Practice respiratory hygiene cover your mouth and nose with your bent elbow or tissue 
when you cough and sneeze.  

Why? Droplets spread virus so you protect the people around you.  

4.5 If you have fever, cough, loss of smell, difficulty breathing or feeling generally unwell, seek 
medical care early/advice. 

Why? This will protect you and help prevent the spread. 

4.6 Contact your FRM if you are experiencing symptoms. 

Why? To allow immediate cover to be obtained 

5 Remind the herdowners that Munster Bovines Protocol is to avoid 
where possible and practical any personal contact between the 
technician and herdowners. If the herdowner’s presence is required 
while the technician is on farm keep a minimum distance of 2 metres 
at all times and wear a face covering.  
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6 On farm 
 

6.1 All personal hygiene points above need to be followed.  
6.2 Maximise usage of mobile phone to avoid where possible and practical any personal contact 

between the technician and herdowners. If the herdowner’s presence is required while the 
technician is on farm keep a minimum distance of 2 metres at all times and wear a face 
covering. 

6.3 Travel alone to the farm. Avoid passengers especially children. 
6.4 Ensure your vehicle is clean especially the footwell and stocked with gloves, adequate 

amount of protective waterproof clothing, wellingtons, Fam 30 disinfectant and hand 
sanitiser. 

6.5 Fit a new set of gloves to both hands on arrival at each farm. (Appendix 1) 
6.6 Avoid shaking hands – Nod 
6.7 Continually wear gloves on both hands from arrival on farm and leave the gloves with the 

other disposables on farm. Keep gloves clean. You can still get infected from contaminated 
gloves. 

6.8 On leaving the farm with the AI procedure and documentation completed, remove the gloves 
and use hand sanitiser or wash hands with soap and warm water and dry with a paper towel- 
Not a cloth towel. 

6.9 Wear waterproof protective clothing and wellingtons at all times. They need to be cleaned 
and disinfected each time you leave the farm.  

6.10 Use footbath when provided on arrival.  
6.11 Each day when finished work empty the water flask of water and clean the guns.  
 

7 Depot 
7.1 Only one person should be in each depot at any given time. 
7.2 Wear gloves on entering the depot and dispose of them in the bin provided. Alternatively, if a 

bin is unavailable put in a bag and dispose accordingly. 
7.3 On leaving the depot with the work and documentation completed, remove the gloves and 

use hand sanitiser or wash hands with soap and warm water and dry with a paper towel- Not 
a cloth towel. 

 

8 AI Technician suspected COVID 19 
8.1 If an AI Technician suspects they have contracted Covid-19, they must follow the HSE 

guidelines. 
8.2 The AI technician must contact their FRM (Farm Relationship Manager) immediately who will 

in turn notify the Munster Bovine Office.  
8.3 The necessary cover will be arranged in the area.  
8.4 The AI Technician must follow the HSE guidelines in relation to self-isolation. 
8.5 Once isolation completed/ you are recovered please contact the FRM. 
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Appendix :1- Glove Fitting Technique 
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Appendix 2 :- HSE Coronavirus Facts 
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Appendix 3: How to use Face Coverings 
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